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Data mining, also known as knowledge discovery in database(KDD),is one of the 
most active fields in database. After existing, because of its wide application 
background and realistic significance, this technology has been drawing upon the 
attention of academic circle. Association rules mining is one of the important research 
aspects of data mining. Because it has rich research fruits and its theories become 
gradually mature,association rules mining is forming a perfect system and facilitate 
the development of the data mining on the whole. 
After association rule mining proposed by Agrawal R,etc., which has received an 
extensive research and is one of more enrich and more active branches comparatively 
in achievements in data mining,but many mining techniques don’t take the time factor 
into account.However time is the inherent attribute of data,so we should take time into 
account when mining association rules. In real world,rules with time restriction are 
more useful,we called this temporal association rules. 
Research on mining temporal association rules have been focused on three forms,  
periodical association rules ,cyclic association rules, and calendric association rules. 
While periodical and cyclic patterns are basically in terms of a single time granularity, 
calendar patterns are based on a framework with multiple time granularities. Human 
activities are usually related to time granularities, e.g., months,days, and hours. 
Therefore, system support and reasoning involving calendars with multiple 
granularities have been recognized to be an important issue recently. 
This thesis emphasizes on temporal association rules mining.At first,the 
background knowledge of data mining and association rules mining are introduced 
briefly. After that, some typical algorithms of association rule mining are discussed 
respectively and an general algorithm of temporal association rules is 
proposed.Furthermore,based on the theory of calendar algebra,a more efficient 
algorithm(BCTAR) to discover all calendar-based temporal association rules is 
studied. This method only scan database twice to find all frequent itemsets along with 
their frequent calendar patterns.Then with the study of fuzzy calendar algebra ,this 
thesis presents a algorithm to mining fuzzy temporal association rules,this algorithm 
is used to find all frequent itemsets with user defined complex calendar. Experiments 
proved that these algorithms are effective. 
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Miner、NCR Teradata Warehouse Miner、SPSS Clementine 7.0、IBM DB2 
Intelligent Mine、SQL Server 2000数据挖掘组件、Oracle9i Data Mining、
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上建立DM服务器，并且与数据库服务器配合，实现Web Mining；  
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